ARE YOU
FIT FOR THE
FUTURE?
Regulatory requirements across
the UK all stress the importance of
effective governance. This applies
not only to existing assets, but the
development of new homes and
importantly ensuring the needs of
customers’ now and in the future are
met.
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If you would like more information on how our FITness
model can support your organisation, please contact us
at ark@arkconsultancy.co.uk.
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ARK believes the time is right for all housing
providers to take a fresh look at themselves and
ask “are we ﬁt for the future?”
Increasingly organisations are seeking external
assurance to ensure their response to the regulation
is both honest and robust. ARK’s FITness tests
check different aspects of regulatory compliance
and the key elements of organisational excellence.

arkconsultancy.co.uk
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The approach reﬂects the importance the
regulators places on active performance and risk
management and the need to ensure a “strong grip
on compliance.” Importantly, the approach is ﬂexible
to reﬂect local context and the organisation’s own
ambitions and priorities.

C O N S U L T A N C Y
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Quality of Leadership
FITness tests can cover:

• Board skills, composition and
effectiveness reviews
• Reviewing of structures,
membership, roles and
accountabilities
• Annual Board and committee
effectiveness review.

Realistic and robust
strategies and plans
FITness tests can cover:

• Assessing the quality of
strategies – reﬂecting the
operating environment and
good quality data, research
and consultation
• Testing that ambitions and
priorities are clear and focussed
on the things that matter
• Checking that strategies are
integrated to ensure everyone
works collectively.

Frameworks for
managing performance
and risk
FITness tests can cover:

• Reviewing the arrangements
for deﬁning and controlling
business risks (e.g.
development, rent and
supported housing)
• Assessing the Board and
Executive team’s ‘risk appetite’
and the management of risk
and adequacy of controls
• Reviewing the performance
management process including
the metrics and measures used.
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Regulatory assurance
and protecting tenants
FITness tests can cover:

• External challenge against the
standards and assistance with
the preparation of Annual
Reports
• A review of tenant involvement
in shaping services and
scrutinising performance and
decision-making
• Benchmarking the
cost-effectiveness of repairs
and maintenance services
• Checking compliance
arrangements to ensure the
health and safety of tenants
and staff.

Managing and improving
value for money
FITness tests can cover:

• Reviewing Value for
Money Strategy and links
to the strategic objectives
• Assessing the organisations
strategic approach to asset
management – understanding
stock performance and option
appraisals / disposals
• Checking how well the
organisation is maximising
income streams
• Reviewing development
programme delivery.

